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CATSBY signal aided boring - Sydney experimentation
R Aristaghes & V Blanchet
Bouygues TR France

ABSTRACT : For tunnel boring machines (TBM) in soft soils, the Bouygues’ Signal Aided Boring concept
(CATSBY system, for Creusement Assisté par Traitement du Signal - BouYgues) was developed based on
back analyses of data from several TBMs. The Sydney Airport Link was the first application of this concept as
a prototype. This paper describes the basic principles of the system, its main features and the first conclusions
which may be drawn from this experience.

l INTRODUCTION

In order to improve the safety of Tunnel Boring

2 CONCEPT AND IMPLEMENTATION

Machines (TBM) when used in shallow depths and
soft soils in urban areas, and also general knowledge
about soil - TBM interaction, Bouygues was led to

2.1 Basic Concept

Creusement Assisté par Traitement du Signal 

previous backanalyses of Bouygues tunnels (see
above mentioned references). These analyses were
carried out afterwards, in close relation with the

develop a new concept, named Catsby (for
BouYgues, that is Signal Aided Boring BouYgues’

Catsby’s purpose is to compute both warnings of
abnormal behaviour, and soil-TBM interaction
indicators. The concept was first developed based on

system), based on real-time signal analysis and
processing of TBM’s recorded parameters (see

teams which were actually involved in these works.

Aristaghes et al. 1995, 1996 and 1998).
The first industrial test of this concept was carried

Sydney was the first site where the concept was
tested in real-time. This experiment was engaged in

Research Project Eupalinos, on the Sydney Airport

project, to enlarge Catsby’s application field (such as

out, with a subvention from French National

Link.

After having briefly described the Sydney proj ect,
this paper describes the system, the first conclusions

which may be drawn from its application, and

perspectives for the future.

Sydney Airport Link is a railway double track
tunnel bored with an Herrenknecht slurry shield
TBM of about 10 m diameter, which operates in

various soils (from soft estuarine deposits to
sandstone, including sands and clays).

The overburden height above tumiel crown lies
between l and 3 diameters. The tunnel is bored in
very sensitive areas, including buildings, bridges
foundations and airport area, which induces very
stringent settlements criteria (from 10 to 30 mm
according to the locations).

order to test the preliminary ideas on a whole
pumps monitoring for instance), and to study the

way an operational team would react to such a
system.

2.2 Real Sensors

No extra sensor was added to what may be
considered as a state of the art slurry shield TBM.
However, a great number of signals from sensors
(named Xi (t)) were measured at about l Hz and, for
some of them for which short time fluctuations were

to be detected, at 5 Hz. These sensors were related
'[OI

- TBM performances: excavation speed Ve, head
rotation speed Q;

- efforts: total thrust Ftot and its application point

level Zftot, force on cutter head Fcut and its

physical models of the problem they are interested

application point level Zfcut, cutter head torque

in.

Ccut;

For instance, in order to estimate the actual soil
strength in front of the TBM, it would be relatively
simple to build a virtual sensor based on disc cutter

- confinement pressures: air bubble pressure Pa
and level Za, pressure inside the chamber Pi
(measured from a sensor located at level ZPi);

force formulas such as Roxborough’s equations.

density Yin, excavated material flow out Qout

Such equations are generally used for the estimation
of the force F which must be applied on one disc to

- flow rates: slurry flow rate Qin and related
and related density Vout;

- pumps performances: head loss AP, rotation
speed (D, intensity I;

- head losses between two pumps: Ah for flow rate
Q and length L;

- various sensors: agitators and crusher
parameters, slurry yield value Yv, etc. ._

2.3 Virtual Sensors

The previous signals Xi (t) were used to derive,

based on algebric formulae, combined parameters,
named Yj (t), which could be considered as signals
obtained from virtual sensors.

Referring to the abovementioned parameters, it
was possible to derive for instance:

- the penetration per revolution p = Ve/Q, which

characterises the disc interaction with soil;
- the friction of soil around the shield Ffrict, which

was proven to be a good indicator of soil

achieve a given penetration p when the rock
unconfined compression strength is Rc. In our case,
the equation is used in reverse so as to estimate an
equivalent uniform strength Rc* based on measured
TBM parameters, from which one may derive the
penetration p and the average force on the discs F.

A similar approach has led us to compute and

store non dimensional head loss coefficients, faced
with the problem of detecting as early as possible
plugging or siltation inside the muck pipes. If no
siltation occurs, these coefficients must be constant,
for given rheological fluid parameters: therefore, any
sudden modification of their value is a good warning
of such conditions.

Moreover, these virtual sensors may be built at
any time, as soon as a new problem appears, which
was the case for the abovementioned project.
2.4 Signal Analysis ana' Data Management

stiffness on our previous backanalyses; in fact,

All the previous signals, however related to real or
virtual sensors, are managed in the same way, in

generally correlated with soil stiffness: when soil

order to maximize software flexibility.
First, for each real or virtual signal Yj (t), average

for a given geological layer, soil strength is

stiffness decreases, convergence around the
shield tends to increase, inducing higher friction;
therefore, friction is a possible indicator of soil
strength;

- soil strength indicators, such as an equivalent
friction angle for granular soils (based on both
Fcut and Ccut). One could also derive, based on
disc efforts formulas, an equivalent strength Rc*

based on the force Fcut, the penetration p and the

disc parameters (number, geometry). The disc
reaction obliquity is also interesting to measure,
although no obvious interpretation has yet been
found;

- mixture density inside the chamber, based on
vertical pressure gradients; abnormal values of

this parameter may indicate plugging in the

cutting chamber (because the hydrostatic

pressure distribution is no longer valid in theis
case);

- non dimensional coefficients describing the
behaviour of pumps (such as Rateau coefficients)
or linear head losses (characteristic of either the

fluid rheology or pipe effective section,

considering potential siltation).
This list, which is not exhaustive of all everything
tested, clearly illustrates the potential of the concept:

TBM engineers, geotechnicians, pilots, may all
contribute to enlarging this list, based on simple

values Yjk and standard deviations GYjk are
computed on successive 3 mn time intervals during
the boring phase of one ring (number N).

At the end of ring N boring (and also during its
boring, in order to obtain immediate warning), it is

possible to obtain several values (as many as the
number of 3 mn intervals during this phase) for Yjk
and GYjk, from which only one 8 dimensions vector,
named Yj*(N), containing the minimum, maximum,

average and standard deviation of the Yjk (resp
GYjk) is recorded.

Compared to classical TBM data acquisition

systems, all the physical content (including
combined parameters from virtual sensors) is
summarised in a very small amount of data.

To illustrate this, we may consider a TBM with
50 (real) sensors at l Hz, and 10 at 5 Hz, for which
the average duration for one ring boring is 1 h. A
classical system would give 360000 rough figures

per ring. Moreover, if one needs to compute
afterwards a virtual sensor, or to study the
correlation between several sensors, specific
software would have to ve developed.
On the other hand, Catsby leads to 480 synthetic
numbers by ring, which is 750 times less. Moreover,

even if one adds 40 virtual sensors, Catsby files
remain about 500 times smaller than conventional
systems. If one considers that Catsby files are easily
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Figure 1. Combined use of consistence index and force.
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Figure 2. Correlation between lineic head losses and Yield Value.

handled by standard software such as Excel, one

Possible warnings appeared to be the standard

understands the flexibility of such a tool: it

deviation of confinement pressure (Pa or Za).
From the Sydney experiment, it appeared that this
warning was insufficient when the TBM automatic

constitutes a real aid for pilots and engineers.

regulation was not used, which is not really
surprising.

3 EXAMPLES

However, collapse while boring was not really a
problem for this precise project, and so this aspect
could not be studied further.

3.1 Collapse Risk indicators

The first problems studied on previous TBM works
were related to the early detection of microcollapses.
189

3.2 Soil strength indicators

at the beginning of each tunnel boring could be

The equivalent soil strength Rc* appeared to be

reduced by this way;

interesting from a qualitative point of view, because
it integrates both the excavation speed and the force

of the cutting wheel. However, Rc* cannot be
interpreted without taking into account other
parameters.
This is illustrated by figure 1, where both the soil

strength index Rc* and the horizontal level ZFcut
where the cutting force applies can be observed.

One may observe two areas where Zfcut

decreases: the first, accompanied by a simultaneous

increase of Rc*, corresponds to the apparition of
sandstone at the tunnel invert; the second, with a
decrease of Rc*, appeared later to correspond to very
loose sand area at the tunnel crown.
This experience illustrates the potential of Catsby
as an aid for events interpretation, and as a tool for

detecting modifications of global soil-TBM

interaction.

3 .3 Head losses

Non dimensional head losses coefficients along the

pipes between pumps were computed. They

appeared, for given soil conditions, to be generally
constant all along the works, which enabled to detect
“abnonnal” conditions, such as plugging (or siltation
in other cases).

Figure 2 shows the correlation between head
losses per linear meter in the inflow circuit and the
slurry yield value.

This also illustrates the concept’s potential as an
added value data base for analysis or R&D. It leads
to new (virtual) sensors, to which engineers are not
yet accustomed.

4 - CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

From the above, it is clear that it is possible to build

in warnings related to “abnormal conditions” for
various components or functions of a TBM.

Furthermore, a very promising field of

application is related to the indicators which may
be built, based on physical intuition or modeling,
from real or virtual sensors. Even if their absolute
value cannot be used directly, their variations with
TBM progress, their correlations with each other, are

essential tools for TBM pilots or engineers, which
actually help them to anticipate problems or areas of

risk.

In addition, the data base obtained in this way is a

unique tool for back analysis, which has the
following impacts:

- operational aid for analysing actual situations, in
case of abnormal behaviour;

- aid for progressive learning about one TBM’s
behaviour in a particular soil: the learning phase

- a practical tool for R&D about soil-TBM
interaction, due to the very synthetic and added
value presentation of the whole data.

In conclusion, during the whole of this
experiment, from its preparation up to the

completion of the works, the necessary discussions
with the staff (engineers, drivers) were very fruitful.
They led us to investigate fields which we had not
imagined before, and which confirmed the Catsby
concept as a promising tool, for the improvement of
communication between works and design teams.
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